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T Violation and Atomic EDMs

Theorem ( T/EDM Connection)
Nondegenerate states have static electric dipole moments iff T and P
are violated.

Handwaving Proof More details .

Lack of degeneracy implies 〈~d〉 ∝ 〈~J〉 with same
proportionality constant in each M substate. But 〈~J〉 and 〈~d〉
transform oppositely under time reversal of operators and state
(M −→ −M) if T is conserved. So if T is a good symmetry, the
state cannot have an EDM. If not, the state will have one.

Of course, T = CP .



EDMs Sensitive to New Physics

In standard model only one phase. Diagrams cancel to high
order, e.g.: Stolen from talk by N. Fortson
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SUSY has many phases. Low-order diagrams uncanceled, e.g.:
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Thus, EDMs are insensitive to standard-model CP but
sensitive to extra-standard-model CP . Limits from atoms
and neutrons, have already made SUSY a difficult proposition.



How Do Things Get EDMs?

Starting at most fundamental level and moving up:

Underlying
fundamental theory
generates three
T -violating πNN
vertices:

Then neutron gets EDM
from diagrams like this:
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How Do Atoms Get EDMs?

Nucleus can get one from
nucleon EDM or
T-violating NN interaction:
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Finally, atom gets one from nucleus. Electronic shielding makes the
relevant nuclear object the “Schiff moment”

〈Sz 〉 ≈ 〈 ∑
p

(r2
p zp −

5

3Z
r2
pDz + 4

√
2π

3
[r2

pY2p ⊗D]10) 〉
rather than
〈Dz 〉 ≡ 〈∑p zp〉.

Nuclear-structure theory’s place in the chain: calculat-
ing dependence of 〈Sz 〉 on the ḡ’s in heavy nuclei.



State of Art in Heavy Nuclei

Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations with phenomenological
density-dependent Skyrme interaction

HSk = b0 (1 + x0P̂σ) δ(r1 − r2)
+b1 (1 + x1P̂σ)

[
(∇1 −∇2)2δ(r1 − r2) + h.c .

]
+b2 (1 + x2P̂σ) (∇1 −∇2) · δ(r1 − r2)(∇1 −∇2)

+b3 (1 + x3P̂σ) δ(r1 − r2)ρα(
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2
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+ib4 (σ1 + σ2) · (∇1 −∇2)× δ(r1 − r2)(∇1 −∇2)
+ . . . ,

where
P̂σ =

1 + σ1 · σ2

2
,

bi , xi , α adjusted to fit masses, radii, etc.

Corrections to/Refinements of HFB are the frontier.



EDM Work Thus Far

Best work has been approximations (so far) to HFB with

H ≈ HSk+ W

T -violating interaction

(Note: Landau-Migdal is very approximate Skyrme.)

Work to improve the calculations is in progress.



Results in 199Hg J.H. de Jesus and J.E.

This is the nucleus with the best experimental limit.

〈Sz 〉Hg ≡ a0 gḡ0 + a1 gḡ1 + a2 gḡ2 (e fm3)

a0 a1 a2

SkM? 0.009 0.070 0.022
SkP 0.002 0.065 0.011
SIII 0.010 0.057 0.025
SLy4 0.003 0.090 0.013

SkO′ 0.010 0.074 0.018

Dmitriev, Senkov, Auerbach 0.0004 0.055 0.009

Spread in Skyrme results is a crude measure of uncertainty.



Schiff Moment with Octupole Deformation

Here treat W as explicit perturbation:

〈Sz 〉 = ∑
m

〈0|Sz |m〉〈m|W |0〉
E0 − Em

+ c .c .

where |0〉 is unperturbed ground state.
Calculated 225Ra density

Ground state has nearly-degenerate partner |0̄〉 with same
opposite parity and same intrinsic structure, so

〈Sz 〉 −→
〈0|Sz |0̄〉〈0̄|W |0〉

E0 − E0̄
+ c .c . ∝

〈Sz 〉intr.〈W 〉intr.

E0 − E0̄

〈Sz 〉 is large because 〈Sz 〉intr. is collective and E0 − E0̄ is small.



Spectrum of 225Ra



225Ra Results

Hartree-Fock calculation (Dobaczweski et al.) with SkO’ gives

〈Sz 〉Ra = −1.5 gḡ0 + 6.0 gḡ1 − 4.0 gḡ2 (e fm3)

Larger by over 100 than in 199Hg!

But “uncertanty” (i.e. variation) similar.

What can we do to reduce it?
Improve calculations. (We’re doing this.)
Study Skyrme functionals and related observables. (Would
be nice if someone else did this.)



Improving Calculations

Currently using HFODD to

really do fully self-consistent Skyrme-HFB in 199Hg (and
131Xe), including deformation
add angular-momentum projection for these nuclei
octupole-deformed light actinides
add parity projection for light actinides



Constructing Good Skyrme Interaction

This is mission of SciDAC
UNEDF collaboration. But it
looks at everything and here
we’re interested in very
particular and sensitive nuclear
properties.

What do we care about?

W probes spin density.
Interaction should at minimum
have good spin response.

Example of study: M. Bender et
al. fit some time-odd terms of
SkO’ to Gamow-Teller
resonance energies and
strengths.



Constructing Good Skyrme Interaction (II)

In octupole-deformed nuclei
ground-state spin properies more
important than response.
Reflected, e.g., in spin-orbit
splittings.

Recent work on Skyrme tensor and
spin-orbit forces needs to by
systematically pursued.

Spin-Orbit Splittings (Bender et al)
17

to core phonons. First, we checked that the even-even
nucleus of interest could be described as spherical, indi-
cated by a sufficiently high-lying 2+ state. Second, we
avoided all levels which were obviously correlated with
the energies of 2+ states in the adjacent semi-magic se-
ries, as this indicates strong coupling with core excita-
tions. Finally, we carefully examined states, lying above
the 2+ energy and/or twice the pairing gap of adjacent
semi-magic nuclei, in order to eliminate those more accu-
rately described as an elementary core excitation coupled
to one or more quasiparticles, which generally appear as
a multiplet of states. We did not attempt to use energy
centroids calculated with use of spectroscopic factors, as
these are not systematically available. Indeed, our re-
quirement is that if some collectivity is present, it should
be similar among all nuclei considered, in order to be eas-
ily subtracted out. Empirical single-particle levels shown
below are determined from the lowest states having given
quantum numbers in an odd-mass nucleus.

1. Spin-orbit splittings

The primary effect one expects from a tensor term
is that it affects spin-orbit splittings by altering the
strength of the spin-orbit field in spin-unsaturated nuclei,
according to Eq. (35). One should remember, though,
that the spin-orbit coupling itself is readjusted for each
pair of coupling constants CJ

0 , and CJ
1 . The effect of this

readjustment is generally opposite to that of the variation
of the isoscalar tensor term coupling constant. It should
thus be stressed that the effects described result from the
balance between the variation of tensor and spin-orbit
terms, which for most of our parameterizations pull into
opposite directions.

Common wisdom states that the energy spacing be-
tween levels that are both above or both below the magic
gap are not much affected by correlations, even when
their absolute energy changes; hence it is common prac-
tice to confront only the spin-orbit splittings between
pairs of particle or hole states with calculated single-
particle energies from the spherical mean field. Figure 13
shows the relative error of single-particle splitting of such
levels for doubly-magic nuclei throughout the chart of nu-
clei. The calculated values are typically 20 to 60 % larger
than the experimental ones, with the exception of 16O,
where the splittings of the neutron and proton 1p states
are acceptably reproduced at least for the parameteri-
zations T22, T24 and T42, i.e. those with the weakest
tensor terms in the sample.

It is noteworthy that the calculated splittings depend
much more sensitively on the tensor terms for light nuclei
with spin-saturated shells (protons and neutrons in 16O,
protons in 90Zr) than for the heavy doubly-magic 132Sn
and 208Pb, which are quite robust against a variation of
the tensor terms. The reason will become clear below.
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Relative error of the spin-orbit split-
tings in doubly-magic nuclei for ℓ ≤ 2 levels.

2. Connection between tensor and spin-orbit terms

The finding that our parameterizations systematically
overestimate the spin-orbit splittings deserves an expla-
nation. It was earlier already noted that all standard
Skyrme interactions, including the SLy parameteriza-
tions that share our fit protocol, have an unresolved trend
that overestimates the spin-orbit splittings in heavy nu-
clei [14, 29, 98]. Adding the tensor terms, however,
further deteriorates the overall description of spin-orbit
splittings, instead of improving it. It is particularly dis-
turbing that the spin-orbit splitting of the 3p level in
208Pb that was used to constrain W0 in the fit is overes-
timated by 30 to 40%, which is larger than the relative
tolerance of 20% included in the fit protocol. In fact,
it turns out that the coupling constant W0 of the spin-
orbit force is more tightly constrained by the binding
energies of light nuclei than by this or any other spin-
orbit splitting. In the HF approach used during the fit,
the structure of 40Ca, 48Ca, and 56Ni differs by the occu-
pation of the neutron and proton 1f7/2 levels. First, we
have to note that the terms in the energy functional that



Constructing Good Skyrme Interaction (III)

Response (in non-octupole
nuclei) to Schiff operator also
important. Strength distribution
of isoscalar analog of Schiff
operator measured in 208Pb.

Would be nice to measure
response in more detail and
other nuclei (e.g. 199Hg), really
nice to measure single transition
to parity doublet in light
actinides. 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42
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New terms in Schiff Operator

Liu, Ramsey-Musolf, Haxton, Timmermans, and Dieperink
[arXiv:0705.1681] write operator as

Sz ≈ ∑
p

r2
p zp −

5

3Z

〈
∑
p

r2
p

〉
Dz + 4

√
2π

3 ∑
p

r2
p [Y2p ⊗D]10 + . . .

with previously accepted version (containing 〈 〉 and ) an
approximation to this.

Experimentalists: “Uh, oh, what does this mean for me?”

Answer: New stuff, at least up to the . . . , doesn’t change things
much in heavy nuclei.



Sum Rules

Consider first term containing r2D: old version

〈O〉 = ∑
i

〈0|∑
p

r2
p |i〉〈i |Dz |0〉 = 〈O〉0 + 〈O〉exc.

〈O〉0 = 〈0|∑
p

r2
p |0〉〈0|Dz |0〉 = ZR2

ch〈Dz 〉, 〈O〉exc. = ∑
i 6=0

〈0|∑
p

r2
p |i〉〈i |Dz |0〉

For excited states there is an energy weighted sum rule:

〈O〉EW ≡ Re ∑
i

(Ei −E0)〈0|∑
p

r2
p |i〉〈i |Dz |0〉 =

1

2
〈0| [∑

p

r2
p , [H,Dz ]] |0〉 .

Evaluating in the same approximate way as usual E1 sum rule:

〈O〉EW ≈ h̄2

m
〈Dz 〉 .

Let Ē ≡ 〈O〉EW/〈O〉exc.. Then

Ē = 10 Mev (for example) −→ 〈O〉exc. ≈
〈O〉0
600



Another Sum Rule

There is also an inverse-energy-weighted sum rule:

〈O〉IEW ≡ Re ∑
i 6=0

〈0|∑p r2
p |i〉〈i |Dz |0〉

Ei − E0
= −1

2

d

dλ

(
〈Dz 〉H+λ ∑p r2

p

)
Assuming spherical symmetry and a Hamiltonian
H = Hoscillator + . . . (and varying neutron oscillator as well as
proton oscillator), one gets

〈O〉IEW ≈ 1

2mω2
〈Dz 〉 ,

where ω is the oscillator frequency.

Again, no Z enhancement.

Assuming 〈O〉IEW ≈ 〈O〉exc./Ē , again

Ē = 10 Mev −→ 〈O〉exc. ≈
〈O〉0
600



Quadrupole Term

Similar considerations make excited-intermediate-state
part negligible.
Intermediate ground-state part vanishes for J = 1/2
nuclei.

Latter is negligible in heavy nuclei even if J 6= 1/2. Largest
known static quadrupole moment is ≈ 700 fm2. Implies that for
large Z , ground-state part of the quadrupole term is smaller
than that of the monopole term by a factor that is at least 5 (and
usually much more).

Conclusion: None of the new terms included in ~S will be
important for large Z .

Caution: There are other terms, most apparently suppressed by
v/c , that remain unanalyzed.



THE END



What Do EDMs Have to Do With T

Consider nondegenerate ground state |g.s. : J,M〉. Symmetry
under rotations Ry (π) for vector operator like dz ≡ ∑i eizi ,

〈g.s. : J,M | dz |g.s. : J,M〉 = −〈g.s. : J,−M |dz |g.s. : J,−M〉 .

T takes M to −M , like Ry (π). But~d is odd under Ry (π) and
even under T , so for T conserved

〈g.s. : J,M | dz |g.s. : J,M〉 = +〈g.s. : J,−M |dz |g.s. : J,−M〉 .

Together with the first equation, this implies

〈dz 〉 = 0 .

If T is violated, argument fails because T can take |g.s. : JM〉 to
|ex. : J,−M〉, a state in a different multiplet. Return
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